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Abstract: We discuss the different challenges, pros and cons of the fairly new Structure for Motion
(SfM) embarked on a vehicle (SfM-EV) technique for slope surveys along transportation network
tracks using action cameras embarked on standard moving vehicles. This low-cost technique
generates georeferenced and coloured 3D point clouds without using any ground control points. Four
action cameras, two of which had an integrated GNSS chip, were used to collect a series of pictures
of tracksides at a rate of two images per second each. The SfM-EV results were compared with the
results of seven other 3D survey techniques to evaluate the precision and accuracy of this technique,
demonstrating the ability of this simple setting to generate 3D scenes. Different platforms for the
cameras were tested, such as a bike, car, train, funicular, helicopter and so on. The SfM-EV technique
was also tested on several study sites to highlight its strengths and weaknesses and obtain data, such
as the density of points, equations of errors, overlap ratios and image resolution. The precision of the
SfM-EV results was sufficient for detecting topographical changes close to the track for a volume of
~1 dm3 and the absolute positioning obtained with a low sky obstruction was approximately 5 m.
The precision of SfM-EV was of a similar order to the other techniques, with an order of magnitude
of a few centimetres. This approach possesses a low price-result quality ratio and is very simple
to use. The possibility of using any type of vehicle for surveying is an advantage, especially for
transportation track embankments.

Keywords: structure from motion; SfM embarked on a vehicle; topographical survey; transportation
network; point clouds; natural hazard

1. Introduction

Transportation networks, which are essential elements in society, are threatened by events that
could generate a track closure [1–17]. They must be continuously maintained and surveyed to
guarantee their functioning [15]. Their supervision is performed for the track itself and around it,
to avoid/prevent external factors that can corrupt the track efficiency. External factors such as natural
hazards may affect tracks and interrupt traffic.

To survey and characterize natural hazard events along roads and railway tracks, 3D terrain
modelling of slopes around track paths is commonly used because it can provide data to analyse
changes [18]). Several techniques have been developed to digitize the terrain such as scanning
total station, light detection and ranging (LiDAR), a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) or
photogrammetry with an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). In addition, 3D remote sensing techniques
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are also becoming widely used for slope investigations due to their ability to represent the geometry
of gravitational processes (mass movements, debris flows, rockfalls, etc.) and their evolution over
time by comparing 3D point clouds acquired at different time steps [19–21]. Thus, LiDAR [22–24] and
photogrammetrically derived point clouds [25–29] are used to monitor slope evolution.

Currently, transportation networks are commonly surveyed with mobile laser scanning (MLS)
or UAV-based Structure for Motion (SfM) processing. Although very accurate, LiDAR technology
is expensive and highly demanding from a logistic point of view [30]. Images from UAV using SfM
generate 3D point clouds [20,31] which may provide information of slope changes near transportation
lines. However, the environment around the tracks, such as trees or heavy traffic, may provide
unsatisfactory results or may encounter security difficulties during the acquisition.

Here, we apply the SfM embarked on a vehicle (SfM-EV) technique, which has been widely used
in street view methodology [32] but which has not yet been applied to a geohazards survey. This
low-cost technique generates 3D coloured point clouds georeferenced by SfM processing of images
taken from a moving vehicle. Strengths and weaknesses of this SfM-EV technique are discussed and
it is compared with the other types of survey techniques (terrestrial, handheld, mobile and airborne
LiDAR, UAV-based SfM and scanning total station) to evaluate its feasibility to survey transportation
tracks and neighbouring slopes. We quantify precisions and accuracies on a cliff and we evaluate the
influence of the platform distance and the velocity of the acquisition on a test site, which provide the
basis for future applications. The results show that the topography along a transportation network can
be surveyed using SfM-EV and that a slope change of one litre can be identified.

SfM Embarked on a Vehicle

“Classical” SfM, without a moving platform, has exponentially grown in the geosciences since
approximately 2010 [19,20], facilitated by computers with processing power that is sufficient to process
image sets in an acceptable processing time. Currently, personal computers are able to process an SfM
process of few hundred images in less than one day. Hence, SfM is used in several domains where
object modelling is common, as in the geosciences [20,33], archaeology [34], geomatics, architecture [35],
agriculture [36] or gaming, computer films and computer vision [37]. With the SfM technique, we can
expect an accuracy of a few millimetres for a distance of the object to the camera of a few tens of
decimetres, of a few centimetres for a distance of tens of metres and of centimetres to metres for a
distance of a few hundreds of metres [20,38]. The main disadvantages are: the possible deformation
of the modelled topography, the poor vegetation modelling, the over-smoothing of the topography,
the necessity of optimal conditions of acquisition and the necessity of a ground control point (GCP) to
georeference the point clouds.

The main steps of classical SfM processing are: (1) feature detection and matching [39]; (2) sparse
reconstruction and bundle adjustment [26,40–42]; (3) dense 3D point cloud generation [38,43,44]; and
(4) surface reconstruction and visualization [38].

SfM-EV is a variation of the standard SfM. With the SfM-EV, the sensor is in movement and takes
images without stopping the sensor (Figure 1). In some ways, since the camera is moving, we can
describe SfM embarked on a vehicle similar to traditional SfM, which is in fact often the case using
UAV as the camera platform. In SfM-EV, cameras are mounted on different vehicle types and take
images of the track and the adjacent slopes from the road or the railway while the vehicle is driving,
similar to Google street view acquisition [45]. The sensor movement and positioning generate issues
that are linked to the image quality and are directly affected by the sensor velocity and the changes
in the environment lighting. The images can be blurred, under- and over-exposed and the white not
well balanced. We also observed rolling shutter distortion and shadows from other vehicles, track
infrastructures and so on.
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Figure 1. Concept of structure for motion embarked on a vehicle (SfM-EV). Note the different tilt and
pan angles of the action cameras.

Traffic conditions must be taken into account in order to plan the acquisition. Moreover, SfM-EV
along a long linear object is challenging because in case of error in the model construction, this bias
will grow along the model length. The cameras of SfM-EV can be mounted on several platforms such
as cars, trains, bikes, boats, helicopters and pedestrians.

The accuracy of colourized 3D point clouds obtained with SfM-EV depends on several factors.
As already mentioned, poor quality images, low resolution images, or insufficient cover of the area—
a too narrow view angle around the object or a too small overlap of images (<60%)—will produce
degraded results and hence, poor accuracy of the 3D point clouds. If GNSS coordinates of images are
degraded (an error greater than 20 m), wrong (an error greater than 50 m) or missing, processes of the
3D point cloud processing will also generate degraded (an error greater than 10 m), wrong (an error
greater than 30 m) or impossible automatic scaling and georeferencing even though the images are
properly distributed, and their quality is perfect.

After a presentation of the data and techniques used in this study, the results of SfM-EV are
presented in three sections. The first part refers to the precision of the SfM-EV technique based on
action cameras that were acquired and produced in 2015–2016, integrating a GNSS for two of them.
The second part focuses on the technique’s automatic georeferencing (accuracy). The third part covers
the comparison of the SfM-EV techniques with seven other tested techniques. Finally, some examples
of 3D point clouds from SfM-EV are presented.

2. Data and Techniques

2.1. Cameras and Acquisition Configuration

2.1.1. Camera Types

Action cameras were chosen as the sensor type because of their numerous advantages. Reflex
cameras were mainly discarded because of their high cost, their low robustness and their complicated
attachment on a vehicle. After different tests with several camera models (GoPro Hero3+ [46] and
Garmin Virb XE [47]) and numbers (up to six cameras), four GoPro action cameras were used to
acquire images. Two of them are the Hero4 Silver [48] model while the two others are the Hero5 [49]
black model (Table 1). The main difference between the models is the presence of a GNSS chip that is
integrated in the Hero5 model.
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Table 1. Attributes of the GoPro used in the SfM-EV technique.

Cameras Features GoPro HERO4 Silver GoPro HERO5

Resolution 12 MP

Time lapse 2 images per second

Release 08.2014 08.2015
Launch price 380 EUR 430 EUR

GNSS (GPS constellation) No Yes
Set focus No Yes

Used MicroSD card capacity 64 GB
Number of images with 64 GB card 24,337

Acquisition time @ 2 fps 3 h 22 min
Acquisition time @ 1 fps 6 h 44 min

Acquisition time @ 0.5 fps 13 h 28 min
Vertical FOV 94.4◦

Horizontal FOV 122.6◦

Diagonal FOV 149.2◦

Focal length equivalence 17.2 mm 14 mm

The advantages of GoPro cameras for SfM-EV are their small size, high robustness, easy mounting,
easy power supply, fisheye lens for capturing a large view, time lapse mode and remote-control
capability. Their inconveniences are the low battery capacity, the medium image quality and the
non-settable automatic exposure that generates over- or under-exposed images.

2.1.2. Sensors and Data Acquisition

Cameras can be mounted on vehicles exclusively with suction cups positioned on the windows or
the vehicle body (Figure 2A,C). To improve the point of view from a car, a mast was built to increase
the height position at approximately 3.15 m from the ground. The cameras for slope surveys from a
train, a funicular and a helicopter were positioned on the windows or the vehicle body with suction
cups (Figure 2C). During tests using a bike and on foot, two cameras were held in one hand, while the
tests by plane were carried out with one camera held in one hand.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 29 
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Figure 2. SfM-EV system on a vehicle. (A): Cameras mounted on a mast on the vehicle roof; (B): Details
of the four cameras’ assembly with suction cups and power cables (note the tilt and pan variations);
(C): Cameras mounted on the train body; (D): Schematic view of the tilt and pan variation of the
cameras (from Voumard et al., 2017).
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Since the GoPro batteries last up to few hours, it was necessary to add a power supply to
have enough energy for at least half a day. Cameras were then linked to a 12-volt car plug using a
USB adapter.

The four cameras were generally all oriented on the same side of the track. One of the reasons is
that the SfM results are much better when one side at a time is processed rather than both sides together.
We found that the best cameras orientations to cover the larger area of the slope were to have two
cameras oriented at 45◦ with the slope that were located at the vehicle front and back (Figure 1, with
cameras positioned in the front and in the back of the vehicle). The two other cameras were oriented
with different azimuth angles to capture 180◦ of the scene, with the maximum overlap (Figure 2D).

The higher the vehicle velocity, the more the cameras positioned opposite to the slope have to
be oriented close to the track orientation, to avoid more blurred images and rolling shutter effects.
The image quality with the GoPro camera is better at low velocities, such as below 25 km/h when
acquiring data on a slope located a few metres from the track. It is then better to acquire images at low
velocity in one run than at higher velocities in two runs. The best condition to obtain images with an
excellent quality occurs on a lightly veiled sunny day with few shadows.

Another element to consider during the image acquisition is the sky visibility for the GNSS chip
integrated in the camera. In case the satellite cover is too reduced by the topography (cliffs, canyons,
etc.), it is important to have few track sections with sufficient sky views to obtain good image locations
used by the processing software to georeference the entire point cloud

During the acquisition, two frames per second were acquired for each of the four cameras.
The number of images per kilometre at 20 km/h with this configuration is 1440, which corresponds to
3.8 GB of data (Table 2).

Table 2. Relation between velocity of acquisition, number of images per km and used memory
employing GoPro HERO4 and HERO5.

Velocity of Acquisition
[km/h] No. Images per km 1 No. Gigabytes per km

[GB]

No. of Covered km per
Full 64 GB Memory

Card 2 [km]

5 5760 15.4 17
10 2880 7.7 33
20 1440 3.8 67
30 930 2.6 100
40 720 1.9 133
50 576 1.5 167

1 With 8 images per second (4 cameras with 2 images per second). 2 Number of kilometres until each of the 64 GB
microSD cards mounted on each camera is full. 64 GB represents 24,000 images.

2.2. Image Processing

We used the Agisoft PhotoScan (Agisoft LLC: St. Petersburg, Russia) [50] photogrammetric
processing software that is commonly used in the geosciences [26]. In the camera calibration windows,
images are split according to each camera, which are pre-calibrated using files imported from Agisoft
Lens software with images of a chessboard. The SfM processing comprises four steps: (1) aligning
images; (2) optimization alignment including a rolling shutter correction; (3) creation of a dense cloud
that is usually based on a medium quality and a disabled depth filtering; (4) exporting the coordinates
of points with their normal and colours from the dense cloud in TXT format. The report generated
by the software allows accessing all the camera specifications including the camera location errors.
The indicative processing time is given Table 3. The number of images per processing ranges from 50
to 1700, according to the scene and platform configuration (a low image number by a high velocity
platform (as in a plane) and vice versa. The average number of images processed was approximately
300 images at one time.
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Table 3. SfM processing time using Agisoft PhotoScan photogrammetric software.

No. of Images Processing Time 1 Length of the Modelled Section 2 [m]

100 2 h 35
200 18 h 70
300 1.4 day 105
400 2.1 day 140
500 2.8 day 175

1 Average processing time of images using the Agisoft PhotoScan software on a computer with 12 Intel R processors,
6850 K and 3.6 GHz and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 (Nvidia Corporation, Santa Clara, U.S.). The parameters in
the software were: the highest accuracy for image alignment and a medium quality for dense cloud construction.
2 With 8 images per second (4 cameras with 2 images per second) and a velocity of 10 km/h.

2.3. Georeferencing

Ground control points (GCP) are commonly used to link the SfM point cloud to real coordinate
systems [20,26]. Another possibility is to use image coordinates taken from the UAV RTK-GNSS
sensor, providing centimetric to decimetric coordinate accuracy [42]. RTK-GNSS stands for “real-time
kinematic” which is a GNSS positioning technique using a base and a rover allowing to obtain
real-time localisations with an accuracy of few centimetres to one decimetre. However, relative
georeferencing and scaling are in most cases sufficient for the majority of geoscience studies because
many of the applications are linked to comparisons between point clouds of different periods. The use
of GCP or RTK-GNSS for georeferencing requires more costly devices and is more time consuming.
Georeferencing 3D point clouds produced by SfM-EV based on two GoPro Hero5 cameras, both of
which integrated a GNSS chip, provides point clouds with an absolute positioning on the order of a
few metres in planimetry and in altimetry. With the implemented camera system, SfM processing in
Agisoft Photoscan with 360 images (equivalent to 1.5 minutes of field acquisition with four cameras
with 2 fps) contains 180 georeferenced images (only two cameras (GoPro Hero5) have a GNSS chip).
GNSS chips integrated in the GoPro Hero5 cameras do not use SBAS (satellite-based augmentation
systems) services as EGNOS or WAAS that can provide significant corrections of the satellite signals
and thus improving the accuracy of the geolocalization.

2.4. Study Areas

SfM-EV was tested on several sites in Switzerland in different acquisition settings, throughout the
year and at any time of the day. Thus, cameras were held by hand while walking or biking and were
mounted on a car, funicular, train, boat, helicopter and plane with different velocities ranging from a
few km/h to a few hundred km/h. Most acquisitions were performed using a mast placed on a car.
Different environments were imaged, such as a plain with a forest, mountain sides, valleys, flat land,
gorges and so on, from altitudes that varied from 0 m a.s.l. to 2000 m a.s.l. The specifications of the
studied sites are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. SfM processing time using Agisoft PhotoScan software.

Study Site Country Canton Support
Type

No. of
Image

Acquisition
Velocity
[km/h]

Acquisition
Distance

[m]

Coupling/Comparison
other Techniques * Topography Natural Hazard Track Type

Agites Switzerland Vaud Car 233 5–15 3 UAV, MLS, TLS,
HMLS, ALS, STS Cliff Rockfall Minor

Avants Switzerland Vaud Funicular 341 6 5-75 No Grassy slope Shallow landslide Minor
Bernex Switzerland Geneva Foot 1710 5 5 No Forest edge Falling tree -
Bondo Switzerland Grisons Helicopter 171 90 350 No Valley Rockfall, debris flow Minor
Dieppe France - Boat 67 6 400 MLS Cliff Rockfall -
Dorigny Switzerland Vaud Foot 350 4 10 No Forest edge Falling tree -

Les Forges Switzerland Jura Car 413 22 50 UAV Cliff Rockfall Middle
Geneva Switzerland Geneva Plane 55 320 500 No Land - -
Glion Switzerland Vaud Train 559 15 20 No Urban slope Flood Minor

Lausanne Switzerland Vaud Bike 360 7 50 No Urban Rockfall, flood Major
Montbovon Switzerland Fribourg Train 680 55 6 No Slope Rockfall, landslide Minor

Pichoux Switzerland Bern Car 374 10–15 5 UAV, HMLS Gorges, cliff Rockfall Minor
Salève France - Plane 56 950 8000 No Mountain Rockfall -
S-Charl Switzerland Grisons Car 609 5–15 5 UAV, HMLS Cliff, forest Debris flows Minor
Sciernes Switzerland Fribourg Train 807 55 6 No Valley slope Rockfall, landslide Minor
Seillon Switzerland Neuchâtel Car 230 50 12 No Cliff Rockfall Highway
Territet Switzerland Vaud Funicular 168 9 4 No Urban slope Falling tree, rockfall Minor
Verboix Switzerland Geneva Plane 90 350 800 No Land Flood -

Weisstannen Switzerland St-Gallen Car 240 20 10 No Slope, river Debris flow Minor

* Acronyms: UAV: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle; MLS: Mobile Laser Scanning; MLS: Handheld Mobile Laser Scanning; ALS-VD: Aerial Laser Scanning from the canton of Vaud; STS: Scanning
Total Station, TLS: Terrestrial Laser Scanning.
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2.5. Sensor Specifications

The results from SfM-EV were compared with six other remote sensing sensors that can be
classified into two classes: moving sensors and static ones. Five sensors belong to the first class:
SfM-EV, UAV-based SfM, mobile laser scanning (MLS), also named mobile LiDAR, handheld mobile
laser scanning (HMLS), also named handheld LiDAR and aerial laser scanning from the canton of Vaud
(ALS-VD) [51], while three sensors belong to the second class: scanning total station (STS), terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) or LiDAR and long range TLS (LRTLS). Brands, models and some features of the
used sensors (Figure 3) are described in Table 5.

The reference point cloud (RPC) of the comparison was chosen as the Trimble SX10 STS because it
is the most accurate of the tested sensors (3D position accuracy of 0.15 mm at 6 m).
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Figure 3. The seven sensors tested: A: HMLS (GeoSLAM ZEB-REVO); B: SfM-EV (GoPro Hero5);
C: TLS (Leica ScanStation 2); D: LRTLS (Optech ILRIS-3D); E: UAV-based SfM (DJI Phantom 4 Pro +);
F: STS (Trimble SX10, with the corresponding GNSS system, in back, used for the georeferencing);
G: MLS (RIEGL VMZ).
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Table 5. Features of the remote sensing sensors used in this study.

Sensors Class Sensors Type Brand Model Price * Range [m] Precision [cm] Average Acquisition
Velocity [m/h] ** Reference

Moving SfM-EV GoPro HERO4 and HERO5 2000 25 5 10,000 [48,49]
Moving UAV-based SfM DJI Phantom 4 Pro + 2500 50 10 5000 [52]
Moving MLS RIEGL VMZ 300,000 800 2.5 15,000 [53]
Moving HMLS GeoSLAM ZEB-REVO 50,000 10 2.5 1500 [54]
Moving ALS-VD - - 10/km2 - 15 100,000 [51]

Static STS Trimble SX10 70,000 600 <0.5 200 [55]
Static TLS Leica ScanStation 2 150,000 300 0.5 100 [56]
Static LRTLS Optech ILRIS-3D 100,000 1500 0.5 100 -

* Order of magnitude, Euro, hardware and software. ** Length, in metres of the acquisition along the transportation track that can be carried out in one hour. Acronyms: SfM-EV: structure
from motion embarked on a vehicle; UAV: unmanned aerial vehicle; MLS: mobile laser scanning; MLS: handheld mobile laser scanning; ALS-VD: aerial laser scanning from the canton of
Vaud; STS: scanning total station, TLS: terrestrial laser scanning; LRTLS: long range terrestrial laser scanning.
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2.6. Accuracy and Precision Calculation

As a reminder, accuracy is distance between true values and measurements, while precision
is a measure of the spread of the measurements. In our case, accuracy is similar to the error of
georeferencing. SfM-EV precisions (see Section 3.1) that depended on the distance of acquisition
and the velocity of acquisition were evaluated on twelve objects: five cardboard boxes with volumes
ranging from 1 dm3 to 150 dm3, five spheres with a diameter of approximately 25 cm made of
different materials (rusted iron, aluminium, black tape, unpolished and polished terracotta), one
50 × 50 cm square target and one 1 m ruler. Two analyses were carried out. The first one focused on
the length of the reconstructed elements compared to the true lengths (Lt), measured in the field with
a ruler. Lt values were compared to measured lengths (Lm) on the point clouds by constructing the
ratio (Lt − Lm)/Lt. The measured lengths are the three axes on the cardboard boxes (i.e., the three
perpendicular edges), the diameter for the spheres and the target and ruler lengths. The second analysis
concerns the precision of the planes on the faces of the cardboard boxes by fitting planes. The standard
deviations are the results of the difference between the three fitted planes and the corresponding
cardboard faces. Tests with different velocities were carried out with a 10 m acquisition distance and
tests with distance variation were carried out with a 5 km/h acquisition velocity. The pixel sizes were
measured directly, after a high zoom, on the images because of the presence of the ruler and the target
on the pictures.

To analyse the georeferencing (accuracy) of SfM-EV point clouds (see Section 3.2), they
were transformed into the Swiss coordinates. We compared the obtained coordinates with the
true coordinates extracted from orthorectified aerial images from swisstopo in a GIS (geographic
information system) or from the Swiss geoportal [57]. The precisions of the 3D point clouds of the
eight tested sensors (see Section 3.4.1) were calculated after performing the best possible manual
alignment between RPC and the other clouds. A comparison was made using point-to-mesh strategy
in CloudCompare [58]. A mesh was generated from the RPC and then the other point clouds were
compared to this referenced mesh to obtain the standard deviation (SD).

The accuracies of the automatic georeferenced 3D point clouds from the STS, ALS, MLS, SfM-EV
and UAV-based SfM sensors (see Section 3.4.2) were calculated measuring the length of the 3D vectors’
shifts between the RPC and the compared clouds. The accuracies correspond to the root mean square
(RMS) of the X, Y and Z shifts. For each cloud, shifts of approximately ten points distributed in the
entire cloud were measured and their average is the accuracy value of the cloud.

The densities of points on a 15 m height cliff of the different 3D point clouds were calculated using
the “point density” function in the CloudCompare software enabled by the “surface density” option.
The precision SDs were also obtained in CloudCompare by fitting a statistical model on the measured
distances calculated using the “cloud/mesh distances” function. Since the densities of points on a
wide area for clouds from static sensors (STS, TLS and LRTLS) differ significantly because of the high
distance of the cliff-sensor variations (2 m to 30 m), the densities of points from static sensors were
then calculated by the average of the density of points on the entire cliff.

3. Results

3.1. Precision

We tested SfM-EV based on GoPro HERO4 and HERO5 on a wide parking area by varying the car
velocity and the acquisition distance. Acquisition distances varied from 1, 5, 10 and 15 m, to 50 m and
velocities ranging from 5 km/h to 40 km/h with 5 km/h steps. However, not all combinations were
explored because some did not provide any relevant results, or at more than 20 m, the used velocities
were only 5 and 10 km/h because of ditches limiting the car velocity. Tests were carried out during
mid-October 2017 by sunset at the end of a sunny afternoon. The study area had sunlight exposure at
the beginning of the test and then had shadow exposure for the tests that occurred during acquisition
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distances from 25 to 50 m. The results with a variation of the acquisition distances are presented in
Figure 4 and the results with a variation of the velocity are shown in Figure 5.
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The results of the differences in lengths of the objects’ edges show that the precision of the
twelve evaluated elements decreases notably above the acquisition velocity of 25 km/h and with an
acquisition distance greater than 15 m (Figure 6). The optimal ratio to guarantee both the highest
velocity and distance acquisition while maximizing the precision is at a velocity of 25 km/h and at
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a distance of acquisition of 15 m. For acquisition velocities lower than 15 km/h, we obtain a <1 cm
difference between Lt and Lm. For acquisition distances lower than 15 m, the obtained difference
between Lt and Lm is 1.1 cm. The differences increase strongly at a distance acquisition of 20 m,
reaching 10.1 cm at 50 m. Above 25 m, the object models are smoothed, and the technique no longer
correctly represented the objects (Figure 4E). The SD obtained from the difference between the fitted
planes on the cardboard boxes’ faces indicate that the SD also increases considerably above a velocity
of 25 km/h (Figure 7) while the SD increases linearly with the increase of the distance.
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Figure 5. Influence of the velocity of acquisition on SfM-EV SfM results. Processed images were
taken with a distance of acquisition of 10 m with a velocity of acquisition of 5 km/h (A), 15 km/h
(B), 25 km/h (C) and 40 km/h (D). The main cause of the degradation of the results with the velocity
increase is not the image resolution decrease (for the distance variation) but rather the decrease of the
image number (102 images processed for 5 km/h, 42 for 15 km/h, 25 for 25 km/h and 17 for 40 km/h).
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Figure 6. Impact of velocity and distance variations on the precision during images acquisition. Each
dot represents the average precision measured on 12 elements (5 cardboard boxes, 5 spheres, 1 target
and 1 ruler). The precision was calculated with a ratio combining true lengths (measured in the field
with a ruler) and measured lengths on the point clouds. The ratio is the absolute value of the difference
between the true length (Lt) and the measured length (Lm) over the true length: abs(Lt − Lm)/Lt.
The measured lengths are the three axes on the cardboard boxes (i.e., the three perpendicular edges),
the diameter for the spheres and the target and ruler lengths.
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Figure 7. Impact of velocity and distance variations on the precision during image acquisitions. Each
dot represents the average precision measured on three faces with different orientations of three
different cardboard boxes. A plane was fitted on each face in CloudCompare and the resulting standard
deviation between the fitted planes and the cardboard box faces yields the precision. For distance
acquisitions of 1, 25 and 50 m, the differences of distances on the point clouds as well as the
corresponding histograms are shown.
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3.2. Automatic Georeferencing

Degradations of the GNSS signals according to the camera velocity and the sky obstruction due
to the vehicle and/or natural elements, such as a cliff or trees above the track, were classified into
six classes with an indicator. The GNSS signal degradation indicator (GNSS SDI) ranges from the
level 0, which indicates no sky obstruction with a sensor velocity below 30 km/h, to the level 6, which
shows a full sky obstruction, for example, in a tunnel, or a very high sky obstruction with a sensor
velocity of a few hundreds of kilometres per hour, similar to the sensor being mounted on a plane
body behind a porthole. If the first sky obstruction, level 0, was not met during all of the 29 tests, we
had 5 sky obstructions of level 1, 9 of level 2, 4 of level 3, 3 of level 4, 3 of level 5 and one of level 6
(Table 6). The test results indicate that we can expect an accuracy of the XYZ positioning of the whole
point cloud at 5 m for a very low sky obstruction, 10 m for a low sky obstruction, 25 m for a middle
sky obstruction, 50 m for a high sky obstruction and 150 m for a very high sky obstruction (Figure 8).
Considering only the planimetric accuracy, a 2 m accuracy is expected for a very low sky obstruction,
5 m with a low, 10 m with a middle, 25 m with a high and 125 m with a very high sky obstruction.
The values for the altimetric accuracy are approximately 1.5 times the planimetric one. The full sky
obstruction does not allow obtaining an automatic georeferencing.
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Table 6. Accuracies according to GNSS signal degradation indicator (GNSS SDI).

Sky
Obstruction GNSS SDI

Expected
Accuracy

(RMS) [m]

Expected
Planimetric

Accuracy [m]

Expected
Altimetric

Accuracy [m]

No. of
Considered

Areas
Example of Sky Configuration

No 0 <2 <1 <2 - Cameras on mast, cleared field
and horizon, low velocity 1

Very low 1 <5 <2 <3 5
Similar to previous, forest edge,
mountain, slope distant of few
hundred of metres

Low 2 <10 <5 <8 9
Similar to previous + cliff
beside the track,
trees above the track

Middle 3 <25 <10 <15 4 Similar to previous + vehicle
obstruction, middle velocity 2

High 4 <50 <25 <50 3 Similar to previous + presence
of a tunnel near the area

Very high 5 <150 <125 <200 3 High velocity 5 and high
altitude, at tunnel exit

Full 6 No georeferencing 5
Tunnel, dense vegetation,
high vehicle obstruction,
high velocity

1 Velocity lower than 30 km/h. 2 Velocity lower than 120 km/h. 3 129 m removing one result where the altitude was
incorrectly evaluated (1200 m of elevation error) during a plane flight. 4 180.3 m removing one result where the
altitude was incorrectly evaluated (1200 m of elevation error) during a plane flight. 5 Plane flight velocity.

3.3. Image Resolution and Overlap

For field acquisitions in the geosciences, the speed of the platform (car, train, etc.) and the distance
of the acquisition are the two main factors controlling the quality of the results but they are often
imposed by the local conditions. From an SfM point of view, the quality of the results depends on the
resolution, the overlap ratio and the image quality (contrast and sharpness). The image resolution
directly depends on the distance of the acquisition and the overlaps directly on the speed of the
platform and the frequency of the acquisition (fixed to 2 images/second for the GoPro cameras used
here). On the transportation tracks, only the vehicle speed and thus the overlap, can be chosen since
the acquisition distance and hence the image resolution, is given by the topographical configuration.

With the used cameras, the GSD (ground simple distance) of the pixel is 4.5 cm at a distance of
5 m, 7 cm at 10 m, 9.5 cm at 15 m, 14.5 cm at 25 m and 27 cm at 50 m (Figure 9A). GSDs were estimated
during tests on the parking area by varying the acquisition distance from 1 to 50 m. The overlap
depends on the number and the orientations of cameras. The standard configuration to survey
roadsides is four cameras mounted on a mast placed on a vehicle roof. One camera is oriented forward,
one backward and two cameras are oriented perpendicularly to the roads with different tilt angles
(Figure 1). As shown in Figure 10A,B, the overlapping ratio between two consecutive pictures from
the same camera is high with acquisition velocities below 25 km/h and distances of acquisition below
15 m. Thus, there is an overlap of 92% for a camera oriented perpendicularly with an acquisition
velocity of 20 km/h and a distance of acquisition of 10 m (Figure 10A). For a forward or backward
camera, the overlap ratio is 82% for a similar velocity and distance of acquisition (Figure 10B). These
overlapping ratios were estimated with trigonometrical calculations. Considering all cameras together,
it is better to consider the number of times a point on the ground surface is captured by the cameras.
Typically, an object appears on 11 pictures taken from a camera oriented perpendicularly to the track
with an acquisition velocity of 20 km/h and an acquisition distance of 10 m (Figure 10C). When the
four cameras are considered, an object on the trackside is seen on 38 pictures, for a similar velocity and
distance of acquisition (Figure 10D).
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3.4. Comparison with other Techniques 

Figure 10. Overlapping ratios with the standard configuration by roadsides survey: four cameras
mounted on a mast located on a car roof. One camera is oriented frontward, one backward and two
perpendicular to the track. The values in (A,B) are obtained using trigonometric calculations while the
values in (B,C) were obtained from acquisitions in the field. (A): Theoretical overlap ratio for one GoPro
camera oriented perpendicularly to the track path. (B): Theoretical overlap ratio for one GoPro camera
oriented forward or backward to the track path. A distance limit of 15 m the forward or backward
direction of the camera is defined for the overlap calculation to set aside pixels with a GSD above 10 cm.
(C): Number of times that a point in the field is seen in the images taken by one GoPro camera oriented
perpendicularly to the track. (D): Number of times that a point in the field is seen in the images taken
by the four GoPro cameras mounted on a mast placed on a roof of a car.

3.4. Comparison with other Techniques

SfM-EV was compared with seven other survey techniques on a narrow mountain road where
rockfalls threaten to fall from a 15 m high cliff (Figure 11F). The acquisitions were performed in
two days with no rockfall between the two acquisitions dates. Vegetation was removed during the
clouds’ comparison.
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Figure 11. Examples of some of the SfM-EV results in Switzerland in 2017. (A): Tunnel entry in the
Pichoux gorges (canton of Bern). Images taken from a car. (B): Chalet in the Avants (canton of Vaud).
Images taken from a funicular. (C): Rocky embankment along the train line Montreux-Montbovon
(canton of Fribourg). Images taken from a train. (D): Cliff along the motorway in the Seillon gorges
(canton of Neuchâtel). Images taken from a car. (E): Village of Bondo (canton of Grisons) after being hit
by a debris flow. Images taken from a helicopter. (F): Cliff along the Agites mountain road where eight
survey techniques were tested (canton of Vaud). Images taken from a car.
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Moving sensors were at approximately 2 m from the cliff and static sensors were placed
approximately 6 m from the cliff. The density of points was measured on the 35 m long and 10 m
high cliff. The ALS-VD point cloud density of points on a flat area was measured at 14 points/m2

which corresponds to the value given by the ASIT-VD (2017). Two acquisition points were necessary
for static sensors to survey the entire cliff. Since the cliff was almost vertical, beams from the ALS-VD
fell tangential to the cliff, which provide a point density of 2.5 pts/m2. The UAV-based SfM possessed
1200 pts/m2, the HMLS 4500 pts/m2, the MLS 4800 pts/m2, the SfM-EV 20,500 pts/m2, the TLS
23,800 pts/m2, the STS 38,500 pts/m2 and the LRTLS 47,500 pts/m2 (Figure 12A). SfM-EV and
UAV-based SfM dense cloud processing were carried out with the “middle” densification parameter
in the dense cloud quality setting in the Agisoft PhotoScan software. Using the “high” dense cloud
parameter in this photogrammetric software increases the SfM-EV density of points to 51,900 points,
which increases by 2.5 times the density of points of the SfM cloud.
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Figure 12. Precision and accuracy results of the comparison of the 3D point clouds of the eight tested
remote sensing sensors. The reference point cloud is the Trimble SX10 STS. (A): Comparison of density
of points on the 350 m2 cliff. (B): Precision of the seven sensors tested on the entire cliff (350 m2).
(C): Precision of the seven sensors tested on a 5 m2 flat cliff part. (D): Accuracy (georeferencing) of the
four sensors tested. See Section 2.6 for details about the calculation of the point density, precision and
accuracy. See Table 5 for more information about the type of sensors.
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The low density of points of the UAV-based SfM results is explained by the fact that the axes of
view of the images from the UAV are quite parallel to the cliff because the UAV flew approximately
25 m above the track to fly over the trees. Except for the HMLS, the density of points of all techniques
can be parameterized to increase them by post-processing with SfM techniques or in the field by
choosing the distance between the points for LiDAR sensors.

3.4.1. Precision

The precisions of the techniques were evaluated on the entire cliff section of 350 m2 (35 m length
and 10 m height) and on a 5 m2 (2.5 × 2.5 m) flat cliff part using the RPC (see Section 2.6)

The precisions on the entire 350 m2 cliff (Figure 12B) were: TLS SD = 1.2 cm, LRTLS SD = 1.6 cm,
SfM-EV SD = 2.3 cm, MLS SD = 2.4 cm, HMLS SD = 2.8 cm, UAV-based SfM SD = 4.2 cm and ALS-VD
SD = 5.2 cm. The precisions on the 5 m2 cliff part (Figure 12C) were: the TLS and SfM-EV SD = 0.4 cm,
the LRTS SD = 0.6 cm, HMLS SD = 0.7 cm, MLS SD = 1.2 cm, ALS SD = 1.2 cm and the UAV-based SfM
SD = 1.3 cm. The ALS-VD result must be taken with caution since there were only 7 points on the flat
cliff part in comparison with an average of 203,000 points for the other clouds.

Precision results show, not surprisingly, that the best results are obtained with the static sensors
(TLS, LRTLS), followed by the mobile sensors moving on the ground and (SfM-EV, HMLS, MLS) and
finally, by the airborne sensors above the track (UAV-based SfM, airborne LiDAR). The precision of
SfM-EV is surprisingly within the average, showing its pertinence to survey track sides.

3.4.2. Automatic Georeferencing

The automatic georeferencing positioning of the RPC based on the Trimble SX-10 is the best
because it could be located using RTK-GNSS. The georeferencing was performed using the virtual
reference station service of swipos from swisstopo with a planimetric accuracy of 2 cm and altimetric
accuracy of 4 cm [59]. Thus, the positioning accuracy results have an SD close to 5 cm.

Georeferencing shifts of the point clouds compared to the RPC (Figure 12D) were 0.1 m for the
ALS-VD, MLS 0.6 m, SfM-EV 2.7 m and UAV-based SfM 4.3 m. The airborne accuracy shift of 14 cm lies
within the accuracy of 22 cm provided by ASIT-VD (2017). The positioning for the MLS is larger than
the accuracy provided by the manufacturer (<5 cm, RIEGL, 2017) because the acquisition conditions
were not ideal (the straight road around the area was too short to initialize the system, many sky
obstructions existed, and the post-processing input data could have been more accurate). SfM-EV and
UAV-based SfM are the only two techniques with any RTK-GNSS georeferencing and that use only a
(low-cost) GNSS chip without live or post-processing corrections. The more image locations there are,
the more constrained the point cloud will be.

3.5. Examples

Here, some examples of SfM-EV results on different study sites are presented. Specifications of
the study sites are given in Table 4.

The first example is related to a strong summer storm that occurred in July 2015 in the S-Charl
valley in the canton of Grison (Switzerland), producing 16 debris-flows along a 4.5 km road section.
A comparison of two SfM-EV 3D point clouds from images taken a few days before and after the storm
from a car shows that the volumes of the different debris-flow deposits on the road sides range from 20
to 6650 m3 for a total of 16,000 m3 (Figure 13). The acquisition velocity was 5 km/h and the acquisition
distance was 5 m with the indicator of GNSS signal degradation (GNSS SDI) at 2.
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Figure 13. Example of an area affected by a debris flow on July 2016 in S-Charl valley, (Switzerland),
with 3D point clouds from SfM-EV taken before (A) and after (B) the event. The deposition volume
here was estimated at 90 m3.

The second example consists of 3D point clouds obtained from a car at a velocity of 15 km/h from
a road passing at the foot of a 60 m high cliff above a tunnel in the Pichoux gorges, canton of Bern.
The results were used as digital elevation model for rockfall simulations (Figure 11A). The acquisition
velocity was 15 km/h and the acquisition distance was 5 m with a GNSS SDI of 5. Acquisitions from
trains and funiculars have delivered models of cliffs, engineering infrastructures and the environment
around tracks. Figure 11B illustrates a result from images taken from the Les Avants - Sonloup funicular,
canton of Vaud, with an acquisition velocity of 6 km/h and an acquisition distance ranging from
5 to 75 m with a GNSS SDI of 4. Figure 11C shows a railway line section in the area of Montbovon,
canton of Fribourg. The train velocity was 55 km/h, the acquisition distance was approximately
6 m and the GNSS SDI was 4. Figure 11D shows true colour point clouds that highlight the state of
the walls and cliffs beside the motorway in the Seillon gorges, canton of Neuchâtel. The acquisition
velocity was 50 km/h, the acquisition distance was 12 m and the GNSS SDI was 2. A helicopter
flight above the village of Bondo, canton of Grisons, has facilitated quantifying the surface on the
debris flow of 85,000 m2, which destroyed the village in August 2017, (Figure 11E) and creating an
orthophoto. The flight velocity was 90 km/h with an acquisition distance of approximately 350 m and
a GNSS SDI of 3. Figure 11F shows the small alpine track of the Agites study site (canton of Vaud)
where comparisons were made with the other seven sensors. The acquisition velocity was 15 km/h,
the distance of acquisition was 3 m and the GNSS SDI was 2.

4. Discussion

The acquisition based on the proposed system permits surveying large distances along
transportation tracks. The proposed system provides low cost and scaled 3D point clouds and an
acceptable positioning. Nevertheless, as the process can be rather long, the surveys can be conducted
without further processing, waiting until the necessity of creating a 3D view occurs to study a problem
along a track.

Because the technique used here follows the track, the view is limited. It may be beneficial to
couple SfM-EV with a UAV-based SfM approach that can provide surveys over larger areas around the
tracks, for instance, to locate sources of natural hazards up to 500 m from the track. UAV-based SfM
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utility lies in the rockfall trajectory modelling from cliffs whose height is too large to be surveyed with
SfM-EV from the road or the railway.

The results of the proposed system may be improved using single-lens reflex (SLR) camera
sensors coupled with an external GNSS chip, providing a better localization performance since this
configuration avoids rolling shutter effects and provides images with a better quality. The velocity of
the acquisition could be thus certainly increased. In contrast, the costs of the system will significantly
increase although they will still be much lower than cost of techniques using LiDAR technology, such
as TLS, MLS or HMLS.

4.1. Influence of the Velocity and the Distance of the Acquisition

The acquisition distance of the SfM-EV has an influence on the image pixel size, on the point’s
density of the 3D point clouds and on the precision because it impacts the number of times a point
of the scene is observed in the images. The pixel size on the ground (GSD, ground sample distance)
increases linearly with the increase of the acquisition distance (Figure 9A) while the density of a point
follows a negative power law of the distance (Figure 9B). The precision (SD) decreases linearly with
the distance acquisition increasing according to the following equation (Figure 9C):

SD of the precision error = 0.17 × acquisition distance + 0.5. (1)

The number of times a point of the scene is observed in the images increases with the distance
acquisition increase and this number decreases with velocity acquisition increase (Figure 10C,D).

The velocity has no influence on the pixel size. The density of a point decreases linearly with the
velocity increase (Figure 9D) while the precision decreases exponentially with the velocity increase,
increasing with the following equation (Figure 9E):

SD of the precision error = 0.22 × e(acquisition velocity × 0.09). (2)

4.2. Pro and Cons of the Tested Techniques

The main advantages of SfM-EV are its easy implementation, its acquisition velocity, its adaptation
to almost all vehicles and its colourized and at-scale 3D point clouds, with positioning that can be
acceptable for geoscientific purposes. No GCP are necessary to roughly georeference the scene.
The main inconveniences are its lower precision than the LiDAR-based sensors and its considerable
processing time, which can take several days for large images sets.

Compared to SfM-EV, low cost UAV-based SfM has the advantage of covering a greater surface
area and thus is often able to survey the source areas of the natural hazards. Its disadvantages are
a lower precision, a limited time flight and safety issues when it flies along transportation tracks,
especially in steep topography with a low GNSS signal, tunnels and aerial cables. However, these
characteristics are the rationale for using both techniques in a complementary manner. HMLS has
the advantage of being more accurate than SfM techniques, especially for rough structures that are
more or less smoothed with SfM techniques. However, the cost is much higher and is at present
non-georeferenced. MLS has high precision, georeferenced clouds and the capability to survey with a
high acquisition velocity. Its negative points are its very high cost, its heavy setup and its constraint
regarding the calibration of the mobile system. The advantage of the ALS is that it is a ready to use
product and it can be used as base for georeferencing but the point’s density is too low to survey a
slope along tracks. The advantages of STS are its very highly accurate georeferenced clouds but it is
not designed to scan embankments for long distances and its price is high compared to the SfM-EV
technique. TLS and LRTLS have similar advantages and disadvantages compared with STS but they
generally cannot be automatically georeferenced. The main features of the tested survey techniques
are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Summary of the features of the different tested techniques. Point density, average acquisition velocity, precision and accuracy data originate from the test on
the Agites cliff beside a small and winding Alpine road.

Technique
Point

Density
[pts/m2]

Range [m]
Average

Acquisition
Velocity [m/h]

Precision
[cm]

Georeferencing
[m]

Topographic
Influence (Steep
Slope, Gorges)

Setup
Time [min]

Processing
Time [h]

Price EUR
(Hard and
Software)

Advantages Disadvantages

SfM-EV 20,000 25 15,000 3 3 Loss of
georeferencing 15 24 2000

Low-cost, acquisition
speed, colourized

point cloud,
georeferencing, many

support

Accuracy,
processing time

UAV SfM 1500 50 10,000 5 5 Loss of
georeferencing 5 18 2500

Low-cost, acquisition
speed, colourized

point cloud,
georeferencing

Accuracy,
processing time

Handheld LiDAR 4500 10 2000 3 No No 5 0.25 50,000

Installation and
processing time,

acquisition speed,
easy to use

No colourized point
cloud

Mobile LiDAR 5000 2000 20,000 3 0.5 Loss of
georeferencing 90 4 300,000

Acquisition speed,
accuracy,

georeferencing

Cost, installation
and processing time

Scanning total
station 38,500 600 200 0.5 0.1 Any 15 1 70,000 Accuracy,

georeferencing Acquisition speed

Static long-range
LiDAR 47,000 1500 100 2 No No 15 2 100,000 Accuracy, point

density
Cost, acquisition

time, georeferencing

Static LiDAR 24,000 300 100 1 No No 20 2 150,000 Accuracy, point
density

Cost, acquisition
time, georeferencing

Airborne LiDAR 2.5 - 100,000 5 0.2 Loss of point
density - - 10/km2 Acquisition speed,

georeferencing

Accuracy, point
density, depends of

a third party
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All the geolocalization by GNSS (SfM-EV, UAV-SfM and mobile LiDAR) can be constrained by
obstructions because of steep topography or high vegetation above the track. European GNSS service
Galileo could significantly improve the georeferencing when the GNSS chips in the sensors will be
compatible with it and when the European system will reach its expected accuracy by approximately
2020 [60].

Even if SfM-EV colourized point clouds are more smoothed than LiDAR point clouds, their
well-detailed colours help to visually detect geological features (fails, vegetation such as moss, water
outflows, wet sections, etc.)

4.3. Perspectives

Hardware and software used in SfM may still improve and are continuously being developed [61].
With these improvements, it will take less time to process images in the near future and archiving will
not be a problem. Thus, it appears that it is possible to collect many tracksides images and to process
them only if there will be an interest in the future. An example could be a temporal comparison of
the track embankment state, with images taken before and after an event such as a landslide that has
damaged the track embankment. These stored images can always be processed in the future using an
improved version of the SfM processing software, likely generating more precise results an interest
arises to compare or to analyse the 3D topography of the captured tracksides.

One of the main evolutions will be within the camera systems and the GNSS. The resolution and
the positioning will be improved as well as the optics. Our observations confirmed this during the last
three years while continually acquiring new cameras that possessed improved capabilities.

Improvements can be made henceforth on the installation, positioning of cameras on vehicles
and on the velocity of acquisition, particularly for surveys on railway sides. All tests were carried out
using normal trains that drive with their normal velocities. Using a special train with an appropriate
velocity of acquisition and with an adapted wagon to avoid the sky obstruction as well as the track
and embankment due to the train body obstruction will improve the results resolution, precision
and accuracy.

Mobile remote sensing sensors are the key in slope surveys along the transportation tracks. With
the high potential and advancements of the SfM technique and the computing capacities, the use of
modern photogrammetry for slopes along roads and railways will likely continue to grow in the next
years. SfM-EV also has the potential for improvement in the domain of automatic georeferencing
with the future integration of the Galileo GNSS constellation in camera chips. The acquisition of GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo constellations will not only improve the georeferencing accuracy but also the
capacity to receive enough satellite signals in difficult locations, such as in deep gorges or under sparse
vegetation. It can also be expected that SfM developments will allow producing 3D models in real time.
In the long term, this real-time SfM might also be conducted using small devices, such as smartphones.
One progress for the georeferencing will be to include an inertial measurement unit (IMU) within or
associated with the cameras.

While traditional mobile LiDAR systems are very expensive and highly demanding to set up, they
have been, for a few years, in competition with the low cost SfM system, particularly the presented
SfM-EV technique. However, mobile LiDAR systems will most likely have a new momentum with
the near future democratization of LiDAR sensors in the automotive domain [62]. The first cars with
embedded LiDAR have been on the market since 2017. This new LiDAR usage will, in any ways,
motivate the quite conservative world of LiDAR developers and help to reduce the price. Furthermore,
UAV-based LiDAR launched in the last few years has become more popular, such as the RiCOPTER
from RIEGL or the handheld LiDAR tested during this project. That could foster, in the near future,
a new impetus to the LiDAR technology.

For now, and in the near future, the SfM technique will likely mature by coupling with LiDAR [63].
Combining both techniques could encompass the best of both techniques. The advantages of SfM
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are notably its low cost, its ease of use and its capacity to model large surfaces in colours. Some
disadvantages are its structure smoothing and its lower precision than the LiDAR approaches.

5. Conclusions

Experiences acquired with SfM-EV during the last years, with more than two hundred scenes
processed to survey transportation tracksides, have allowed us to validate this technique based on a
low cost of materials (approximately 2000 EUR for the complete system with four cameras and the
mast) compared to professional systems, for instance, that used by Google [45]. Adding a camera
with a GNSS chip has greatly improved the interest of the SfM-EV, providing the possibility to obtain
a georeferencing of 3D point clouds sufficient for many geoscience applications, often based on the
change detection. The techniques can also to be used to survey different infrastructures, such as
road signs on the ground, urban vandalism, wall and drainage surveys, snow height and volume on
tracksides and so on, all of which require 3D coloured modelling. The results of the tests highlight that
the best results are obtained with an acquisition speed below 25 km/h and a distance of acquisition
below 20 m, for the present configuration of GoPro cameras, which will certainly be improved.

One of the distinctions of the SfM-EV technique is its automatic georeferencing without GCP or
RTK-GNSS, in contrast to the common SfM used in the geosciences [20,64,65]. The localized images
from two cameras with an embedded GNSS chip allow obtaining a 3D accuracy of a few metres,
depending on the sky obstruction. If this accuracy cannot be sufficient for measurements of precise
slope movements, it is sufficient in most of the geosciences case studies because they are concerned
mainly with significant change detection (>5 cm) which does not require an absolute accuracy but only
a scaling of the SfM point cloud. Furthermore, due to the track geometry (road width, track gauge,
etc.), it is possible to improve the georeferencing and scaling using the location of points and distances
measured from aerial images.

The precision (2 cm on a 350 m2 cliff) obtained from SfM-EV techniques is between a static sensor
accuracy such as static LiDAR (1 cm) and a mobile sensor such as a mobile laser scanner (2 cm).
The expected georeferencing accuracy is below 5 m for the sky with a low obstruction (for instance,
20 m from the edge of a forest) and below 10 m for the sky with a medium obstruction (for example, at
the foot of a high cliff or when a few branches of trees cover the track). The accuracy and precision
results have demonstrated that SfM-EV is a valuable survey technique which can be compared to
traditional ones such as LiDAR. Since SfM-EV acquisitions depend on many factors such as brightness,
shadow, vegetation cover above track, acquisition velocity and distance, the results may vary and can
almost never be certified before treatment but it can be anticipated with experience. SfM-EV is, in
any case, a potentially inexpensive technique to survey tracks, especially for services that have a low
budget with a cost of approximately 150 times smaller than a mobile LiDAR approach.

We are aware that best results to survey slopes are obtained with traditional survey techniques
but SfM-EV is generally enough for a first survey approach that can readily highlight slope changes
of a cube of one litre, as demonstrated by the present results (see Section 3). If the required precision
is not reached with this technique, using a traditional technique is necessary, for example, to survey
with a sub-centimetric precision. However, the majority of slope surveys do not demand such a high
precision; thus, SfM-EV can be of great interest.
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